P for galactic obscuration, etc., give a slightly smaller displacement. These second-order corrections, together with the effect of magnitude errors, will be more fully discussed in a Contribution from, the Mount Wilson Observatory.
(cosec,6 -1). Mt. Wilson Contr., No. 485; Astrophys. J., 79, 8-76 (1934) . The corrections are required by the fact that most of the faint nebulae are in very low latitudes. 4 K. G. Malmquist, "On Some Relations in Stellar Statistics," Arkiv for Matematik.
Astronomi och Fysik, Stockholm, 16, No. 23 (1921 28, 1934 Although irradiation by x-rays remains the only reliable method for inducing mutations artificially, the discovery by Goldschmidt1 that gene mutations were induced by exposing larvae of Drosophila for 24 hours to a sub-lethal temperature of 360 has stimulated interest in the problem of the origin of mutations in nature. The result had been suggested by the previous work of Muller and Altenberg2 and of Muller, 3 but the results of Goldschmidt and more recently of his co-worker Joblos4 constitute an important contribution to genetics which is the more interesting since there have been so many previous breeding experiments with Drosophila at, 268 PROC. N. A. S. high temperatures. Since Muller and Mott-Smith" conclude that natural radiation is inadequate to account for mutations in nature, it seems possible to suggestthat ubiquitous temperature variations may play that r6le.
Jollos has carried the work much further, and he believes that his data show the induction of specific and corresponding cytoplasmic and gene changes, as well as the calling forth of directed (gerichtete) mutations and their enhancement in a definite direction. His views are paraphrased by Goldschmidt (6, p. 547) : "The genes produce within the protoplasm active stuffs which are of the same constitution as the genes themselves. Both will react in the same way upon external conditions, but those within the protoplasm easier than those protected within the chromosomes."* Finally, he believes, successive allelomorphs of the same gene are produced by repeated exposures to high temperature which result in more and more extreme manifestations of the same characters. Jollos concludes not only that exposure to high temperature causes mutations, but that his results furnish the experimental basis for orthogenetic or straight line series in evolution in cases where the characters are favored by natural selection.
Such ambitious claims have naturally aroused much interest and a good deal of skepticism. Obviously it is desirable that the work should be repeated and the conclusions independently tested. This has been done by a number of Drosophilists with somewhat conflicting results. (Cf. Muller7 for references.) Our own tests of the Goldschmidt method of treatment were begun by the senior author in 1930 and the junior author has borne the greater share of the work during the past two years. So far as possible we have followed the method of Goldschmidt and Jollos exactly, but we have kept somewhat more extensive records, at least than the latter has so far published. Certain of our results have been reported at intervals in abstract form to meetings of the Genetics Society,8 and the full report will appear in Genetics. The publication date is, however, so far in the future that it seems desirable to make available a summary at this time.
In all, 10 separate experiments were run in which one or both parents were treated with high temperatures following the Goldschmidt method. These involved several wild stocks including the Florida culture, mutant stocks having gene mutations from Chromosomes I, II and III, and the X lethal testing stocks XX yellow and Cl B. In several experiments crossingover data were assembled in addition to data on lethal recessive and dominant mutations. In several of the experiments the series were continued for as many as 10 generations after treatment. In every test all somatic variations of any sort were recorded. All were mated and their-offspring followed for at least two generations. When a mutation occurred it was located by the usual methods, and if it appeared to be an allelomorph of a known gene, its allelomorphism was established by crosses to the proper stock when that was available. Controls were run for all the series, and they were continued with the same tests of variations for the same number of generations as the similar heated stocks. We thus have a considerable body of data, from which are available comparisons of mutatioii rates for all types of mutations, and also comparisons of the relative numbers and kinds of somatic or non-inherited variations. Altogether the totals of all these experiments are in excess of 200,000 flies in heated lines and close to 100,000 control flies. These constitute a mass of data bearing on the effect of brief exposures to sub-lethal temperature on mutation which seems adequate for conclusive answers to the questions raised. (Chromo- some II) were found, while of the known recessive mutations garnet (Chromosome I) occurred in heated lines 3 times, brown (Chromosome II) twice and among others white (from normal) once. There is no evidence whatever of the appearance of allelomorphs in a step-by-step series as recorded by Jollos, even when mutated stocks were given several successive treatments. In general, the results resemble those shown in spontaneous or natural mutation except that the rate of mutation is increased about six times.
It is of interest, however, that the number of recurrent mutations found is considerably in excess of those found spontaneously. The 49 mutations which appeared in the complete series of heated lines gave a total of 34 different loci. Ten of these gave 2 or more mutations in the same locus, 3 gave 3 or more and 2 gave 4. Using the formula for calculating mutation rate (Muller') these figures might be expected to fit into a simple proportion. As a matter of fact they indicate a much increased tendency for remutation in certain loci. This result indicates that the treatment with high temperature causes certain genes to mutate with a greater frequency than others. However, the mutations which have recurred most frequently in our experiments do not correspond with any of those reported as recurring by Jollos, nor indeed do his results correspond from one experiment to another. Until it can be shown that the same treatment produces consistent remutations in certain particular loci, the only safe conclusion is that exposure to high temperature increases the general mutation rate as already indicated.
Since every anomaly of any sort which occurred in the heated and control lines was tabulated and bred for two generations, accurate data are available on the number and kinds of non-genetic or somatic variations (modifications). Such variations occurred in a large percentage (often 100%) of the first generation flies directly subjected to heat. In successive generations they continue to occur in heated lines for five or six generations at a rate at least three times greater than in the control lines. Although they are in greater numbers in the heated lines, these non-inherited anomalies are not different in kind from those in the controls. In each the most common anomaly was one or another type of rough eye-the facets irregularly disarranged-and each showed a number of irregular, reduced or unsymmetrically strap-like wings. It is of interest, though probably not significant, that these correspond with the most frequently occurring mutations. While a few of these somatic variations reappeared in an occasional fly in later generations we found no single case of an "enduring modification" in the sense of Jollos. We did find clear evidence that the increased tendency to produce somatic modifications was inherited, but through the female line only. The offspring of heated males gave no increase in the number of non-genetic variations over the controls. It is of great interest VOL. 20, 1934 that the mutations themselves show no such relation. The number of mutations among the offspring is approximately the same whether the male or the female parent has been heated, and is approximately doubled when both parents have had the heat exposure. A portion of the data showing this contrast is summarized in table 2. These and other similar data While our data confirm the observations of Goldschmidt and Joblos that brief exposure to sub-lethal high temperature brings about a marked increase in mutation rate, we cannot agree that this can be expected to bring about orthogenetic evolution. As Haldane9 has shown by mathematical analysis, mutations that are only slightly disadvantageous could survive against selection only as a result of much higher mutations rates than are here found. On the other hand advantageous mutations would be selected without regard to this slight increase in rate.
These results suggest, however, that temperature variations in nature may be an important cause of spontaneous or natural mutations. I Goldschmidt, Biol. Zbl., 49, 437-448 (1929 It is known that transfusion of blood from one individual to another may have disastrous results if donor and recipient belong to incompatible blood-groups. It is known, also, that blood-groups are determined by inheritance from both parents. If husband and wife happen to belong to different blood-groups, is it possible that the child may have blood incompatible with that of the mother and thus be in danger of having its blood agglutinated prior to birth? This question has often been raised but seems not to have received a conclusive answer. It is known that mothers of a particular blood-group may produce living children of any bloodgroup whatever, so that it seems improbable that any harmful effect follows a difference in blood-group between mother and child. The question then arises, how are harmful effects, such as may occur in
